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Chapter 1  Atmospheric and Oceanic Simulation

The main aim of this project is to execute forward and inverse modeling of atmospheric greenhouse gases (e.g., CO2, CH4,

N2O) with the aid of atmospheric transport models. The CCSR/NIES/FRCGC atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM)

nudged with ECMWF or NCEP analyzed meteorological fields are used for forward simulations of GHGs and dynamical 

tracers (Radon-222, SF6). The horizontal resolution of the model varied from ~1 × 1 degree to ~2.8 × 1.8 degrees and vertical

layers from ~15 to 67 (troposphere-mesosphere). The 67-layers version of the AGCM is run for the gases with chemical loss

(N2O, CFC-12, CH4). Without accounting for the stratosphere-troposphere exchange effect, the observed seasonal cycle of 

surface N2O are not simulated well. This study suggests that the troposphere and stratosphere should be treated as a tightly

coupled system for improved simulation of GHGs.

Higher resolution anthropogenic CO2 emissions are synthesized from 1 × 1 degree emission inventory, enhanced with 2.5

min global population map data, and combined with lower resolution terrestrial ecosystem and oceanic flux data. Different hor-

izontal resolution runs showed that, for example, 0.25 × 0.25 model resulted more vivid city plumes than from 2 × 2 model.

The time-dependent inversion inter-comparison was prepared by using the off-line carbon dioxide transport model 

(JMA-CDTM) with 1.0 × 1.0 degree in horizontal resolution. Monthly mean fluxes of CO2 from 1993 to 2003 were estimated

using the model.

Keywords: atmospheric composition change, chemical transport model, inverse modeling, forward modeling, carbon dioxide

1. Forward and inverse modeling of GHGs using AGCM
The 67-layers version of the AGCM is run for the gases

with chemical loss (N2O, CFC-12, CH4). We find the N2O-

depleted stratospheric air can reach as low as the earth's sur-

face in summer at high latitude (Fig. 1). Since photochemi-

cal loss of N2O is strongest in the summer hemisphere, we

obtained largest stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE)

flux even though it is well-known that maximum down-

welling of stratospheric air occurs within the winter polar

vortex. Without accounting for the STE effect the observed

seasonal cycle of surface N2O are not simulated well. This

study suggests that the troposphere and stratosphere should

be treated as a tightly coupled system for improved simula-

tion of GHGs. Currently, not many chemistry-transport mod-

els (CTMs) employ such configuration.

For the inverse modeling purpose our simulation of a suite

of chemical species (CO2, N2O, CFC-12, CH4) and dynamical
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Fig. 1  Example to stratosphere-troposphere exchange of N2O in the

boreal summer high latitude during the year 1990. The

tropopause heights vary between 8 and 10 km at this latitude

band during winter and summer, respectively.
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tracers (SF6, Radon) are likely to decipher the major deficien-

cies in our understanding; whether that is source/sink inven-

tories or atmospheric transport for simulating the atmospher-

ic-CO2 concentrations. Figure 2 shows the diurnal variation

in Radon-222 concentrations using the CCSR/NIES/FRCGC

AGCM at T106 (32 vertical layers) resolution. Note that the

diurnal variation in concentration is generated by the atmos-

pheric dynamics only (no variation in fluxes). Since the

GCM dynamics has well behaved diurnal variations in plane-

tary boundary layer (PBL) etc. forward model simulations

using this model would lead to significant improvement in

the source/sink estimations of GHGs, CO2 in particular. 

2. CO2 simulation with a higher resolution model
Presently, there is much interest in incorporating continu-

ous CO2 data into inversions to estimate the CO2 sources and

sinks. Such study assumes that transport (forward) models

are able to adequately simulate CO2 concentrations at diurnal

and synoptic timescales. However, this assumption may not

be true as many transport models are running at coarse reso-

lutions like 2° longitude-latitude, and mesoscale variations

are difficult to resolve in such resolutions. Here we present a

new version of the global atmospheric tracer transport model

(NIES05) capable of running globally at the grid resolution

up to 0.25° longitude-latitude. The surface CO2 fluxes used

in this study is specified by Transcom continuous experi-

ment protocol, include seasonally varying oceanic flux, a

SiB2 diurnally varying terrestrial ecosystem fluxes, and fos-

sil fuel emissions. Higher resolution anthropogenic CO2

emissions are synthesized from 1 × 1 degree emission inven-

tory, enhanced with 2.5 min global population map data, and

combined with lower resolution terrestrial ecosystem and

oceanic flux data. The vertical resolution is enhanced to 47

levels for better resolving the mixing processes in the bound-

ary layer, driven by 3-hourly PBL height data of ECMWF.

Four types of horizontal resolution (2 × 2, 1 × 1, 0.5 × 0.5

and 0.25 × 0.25) have been tested.

Figure 3 shows the surface CO2 distributions in East Asia

at the resolutions of (a) 2 × 2 and (b) 0.25 × 0.25 degree.

Although the area-average concentration values are almost

the same in Figure 3 (a) and (b), distribution shapes are quite

different from each other. For example, 0.25 × 0.25 model

result (Fig. 3b) shows more vivid city plumes than from 

2 × 2 model result (Fig. 3a). It also shows clearer vortex

shape due to a typhoon near Kyusyu.

Fig. 2  Diurnal variations in Radon-222 at the surface, arising due to atmospheric dynamics (low PBL high Radon

and vice versa), as simulated by the AGCM for 01 July 2002 at 00 UT (left) and 12 UT (right). Annual mean

surface fluxes are used in this simulation and Radon decays in the atmosphere with a half-life of 3.8 days.
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Fig. 3  Surface CO2 distributions over East Asia on 30 August, 2002 at 0300 hour using (a) 2° × 2°

resolution and (b) 0.25° × 0.25° resolution.
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3. Carbon cycle analysis system using high-resolution
time-dependent inversion using a JMA-CDTM model
The time-dependent inversion inter-comparison was pre-

pared by using the off-line carbon dioxide transport model

(JMA-CDTM) with 1.0 × 1.0 degree in horizontal resolution.

By using the model, we have preceded two areas of our

analysis system. First area is to develop the raw observation-

al data screening approach using inverse model. Using this

approach, we can enlarge the number of observational data

for inversion method and we can estimate carbon dioxide

(CO2) flux history consistently in long period in accordance

with the number of the observational sites. 

Second area is to test the more partitioned area (from 22

to 64 regions) in time-dependent inversion. We have adopted

the region division method by Patra et al., 2005. The 64

regions is one of the highest resolutions in current carbon-

cycle research. We have estimated CO2 monthly mean fluxes

from 1993 to 2003 using time-dependent inversion. The

observational data are from WMO/WDCGG. Figure 1 shows

the analysis results. 
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Fig. 4  Total CO2 flux estimated by time-dependent inversion.
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